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	When you’re a grammarian, people react to you in interesting — and

	sometimes downright strange — ways. When the first edition of

	English Grammar For Dummies came out in 2001, an elderly man asked

	me about something that had puzzled him for eight decades: Why did his

	church, St. Paul’s, include an apostrophe in its name? (For the answer, turn

	to Chapter 11.) My nephew called to inquire whether his company’s sign in

	Times Square should include a semicolon. I said no, though the notion of a

	two-story-tall neon semicolon was tempting. Lots of people became tonguetied,

	sure that I was judging their choice of who or whom. They worried needlessly,

	because I consider myself off-duty when I’m not teaching or writing.





	In this second edition of English Grammar For Dummies, I explain modern, upto-

	the-minute usage. Grammar does change, though usually an elderly snail

	moves faster than a grammarian pondering whether to drop a comma. As the

	world is now texting, tweeting, and PowerPointing all over the place, this edition

	of English Grammar For Dummies shows you how to handle all sorts of

	electronic communications, with special attention to business situations. In

	the current fragile economy, you need every possible edge, and proper grammar

	is always an advantage. Besides, you don’t want to sit around deciding

	how to create a grammatically correct bullet point when you could be lobbying

	the boss for a raise.





	If you’re at a desk and not getting paid, you still need good grammar. No

	matter what subject you’re studying, teachers favor proper English. Also,

	the SAT — that loveable exam facing college applicants — added a writing

	section recently. It’s heavy on grammar and, ironically, light on writing.

	This book covers all the material likely to be tested on the SAT and the ACT

	(another fun hurdle of the college-admissions process) and alerts you to

	exam favorites with a special new icon. If you’re aiming for higher education,

	English Grammar For Dummies, 2nd Edition, will raise your standardized-test

	scores.





	As in the first edition, in this book, I tell you the tricks of the grammar trade,

	the strategies that help you make the right decision when you’re facing such

	grammatical dilemmas as the choice between I and me, had gone and went,

	and so forth. I explain what you’re supposed to do, but I also tell you why a

	particular word is correct or incorrect. You won’t have to memorize a list

	of meaningless rules (well, maybe a couple from the punctuation chapter!)

	because when you understand the reason for a particular choice, you’ll pick

	the correct word automatically.
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Snatched: The FBI's Top Ten Art Crimes and more (Synova's Case Files)Independent Publishers Group, 2018

	Sit back and relax as Synova regales you with tales of master art thieves, bumbling criminals, and multi-million-dollar art heists from around the world. There will be stories of mafia-commissioned heists, of Daredevil art thieves, and of the brave men and women of the FBI Art team who are trying to stop this multi-billion-dollar industry of art...
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Audit and Trace Log Management: Consolidation and AnalysisAuerbach Publications, 2006

	Audit and Trace Log Management: Consolidation and Analysis
	is both a timely and much needed compilation of useful information around a topic
	that is becoming more and more critical to not only IT professionals and
	security practitioners, but to many other departments, such as legal, risk,
	and compliance, as well as auditors and...
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Organic ChemistryBrooks Cole, 2007

	Succeed in your course with the help of this proven best-seller! John McMurry's ORGANIC CHEMISTRY is consistently praised as the most clearly written book available for the course. In John McMurry's words: "I wrote this book because I love writing. I get great pleasure and satisfaction from taking a complicated subject, turning...
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Joomla! 3 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Even if you've never even begun to build a website, this guide will have you completing one within an hour. It's a fast, practical, fun introduction to Joomla! and content managed website creation.


	Overview

	
		Create a Joomla! website in an hour with the help of easy-to-follow steps and...
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Five-Star Apps: The best iPhone and iPad apps for work and playPeachpit Press, 2010

	What makes a five-star app? A program has to be interesting, even if the task it’s performing is routine. When you look at a dozen apps that have the same informational, utilitarian, or entertainment goal, five-star apps have that extra something special that floats to the top.


	It can be a concierge, camera, flashlight, game...
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Friction Stir Welding and Processing X (The Minerals, Metals & Materials Series)Springer, 2019

	
		This book is a compilation of the recent progress on friction stir technologies including high-temperature applications, industrial applications, dissimilar alloy/materials, lightweight alloys, simulation, control, characterization, and derivative technologies. The volume offers a current look at friction stir welding technology from...
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